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The Twelve Gods of Olympus

Heracles

ISBN: 978-1-913060-02-2

ISBN: 978-1-913060-03-2

Theseus and the Minotaur

The Trojan Horse

ISBN: 978-1-913060-05-3

ISBN: 978-1-913060-04-6

With simple rhyming text, vivid illustrations and ﬁve mechanisms to pull, slide, and
push, this board book series introduces the great
grea
eat Gr
G
Greek
e myths to young children.

Illustrated by: Anna Gkoutzouri
Board Books
10 pp, 180x180mm
5 mechanisms
Ages 18+ months
£7.99

New versions of the Greek Myths retold for a younger
audience, full of drama and adventure, illustrated with
humour and fun.

The Twelve Gods of Olympus

Odysseus’s Journey

ISBN: 978-1-9164091-1-8

ISBN: 978-1-9164091-3-2

Odysseus and Penelope

Theseus and the Minotaur

ISBN: 978-1-9164091-7-0

ISBN: 978-1-9164091-6-3

Retold by: Philippos Mandilaras
Illustrated by: Natalia Kapatsoulia
Picture books
Hardback 200x200mm, 36pp
Ages 4+
£10,99
Rights sold: Korea, Russia

Delightful retellings of Verne’s classic masterpieces,
with stunning illustrations!

Around the World in 80 Days
or, A Fortune Made of Experiences
The adventurous trip of Mr. Phileas Fogg,
an English gentleman who accepts a wager
to travel around the globe in eighty days,
or lose his whole fortune!
ISBN: 978-1-9164091-0-1

20,000 Leagues Under the Sea
or, Nemo, Nautilus
and Other Mysteries of the Deep
The story of the mighty submarine Nautilus
and the fearsome captain Nemo, who travels
the world’s oceans and explores the marvels
of the seas.
ISBN: 978-1-9164091-2-5

Retold by: Antonis Papatheodoulou
Illustrated by: Iris Samartzi
Picture books
Hardback, 220x240mm, 36pp
Ages 6+
£12,99
Rights sold: China (simpliﬁed chinese)
Korea, Spain (spanish and catalan),
Turkey

From the Earth to the Moon
or A Cannon for Peace
“If only there were peacefull cannons I
would made them better than anyone!”
Those were Impey’s Barbicane words and
while staring at the moon, he came up with
a great idea...he would make a cannon that
would ﬁre a cannonball all the way to the
surface of the moon!
ISBN: 978-1-9164091-5-6

Journey to the Centre of the Earth
or A Planet Full of Secrets
A small piece of folded paper was inside a 700
years old book, a secret message written in a
mystery language that put Axel and his uncle,
the famous professor Otto Lidenbrock into great
adventures...till the centre of the earth!
ISBN: 978-1-9164091-8-7

A collection of classic stories to encourage
little readers’ love of reading.
Following the great success of Jule Verne’s Adventure Stories, Antonis
Papatheodoulou and Iris Samartzi embark on the “Great Little Classics” series
which retells all the classic stories we’d want to read to our kids before they can
read by themselves.

Tom Sawyer

Alice in Wonderland

or The Largest Playroom
in the World

or Curiouser and Curiouser

Hardback 220x240 mm | 36pp
ISBN: 978-1-913060-06-0
Ages: 6+
£12,99

Black Beauty

Hardback 220x240 mm | 40pp
ISBN: 978-1-913060-07-7
Ages: 6+
£12,99

Little Women

or A Book Written in the Language of Horses

or A Real-Life Tale of Four Sisters

Hardback 220x240 mm | 36pp
ISBN:978-1-913060-23-7
Ages: 6+
£12,99

Hardback 220x240 mm | 36pp
ISBN:978-1-913060-09-1
Ages: 6+
£12,99

Rights sold:

China (simpliﬁed chinese)

Mark’s Question Mark
Author: Antonis Papatheodoulou
Illustrated by: Iris Samartzi

All pirates have a wooden leg, an eye patch and
a hook! But one morning, little Mark is born with
a question mark instead of a hook. As he grows
up, he asks himself a ton of questions:Why am I
diﬀerent? Why do I have a question mark instead
of a hook? A brilliant story about all the things
that make us diﬀerent and special.
Hardback 320x240 mm / 32pp
ISBN: 978-1-913060-24-4
Ages: 4+
£12.99

A Stick Called Cyril
Author: Alison Falkonakis
Illustrated by: Nearchos Ntaskas

In a busy world, where things are easily thrown
away and replaced by new ones, it’s rare to
ﬁnd a true friend. A friend who stands by
you no matter what, a friend who shares your
dreams, a friend who is there through life’s ups
and downs, a friend like Cyril.
Hardback 280x230 mm | 32pp
ISBN: 978-1-913060-10-7
Ages: 4+
£12,99

How To Make An Elephant Dance
Authors: Angelos Angelou & Emi Sini
Illustrated by: Sophia Touliatou

A little mouse is wandering hungry in a garden, when he
comes across a small piece of cheese. Before he has the
chance to pick it up, a squirrel grabs the cheese and runs
away with it. “If I were bigger, everyone would respect
me and no one would ever dare steal my cheese!” But
when he meets an elephant who dances under the
commands of a ﬂea, everything changes for him.
Hardback 290x210 mm | 32pp
ISBN: 978-1-913060-11-4
Ages: 4+
£12,99
Rights sold: Japan

Who Stole the Sun?
Author and illustrator: Clair Georgelli

This is a story about a quiet and peaceful village
where everything is ﬁne until someone takes the sun
away! All the animals are terribly upset: Who took the
sun? Who would do such a terrible thing? A mystery
book with playful, bold illustrations and lots of fun.
Hardback 280x190 mm | 32pp
ISBN: 978-1-913060-00-8
Ages: 3+
£12,99

Don’t Be Silly-Wrong Leg, Billy!
Author: Antonis Papatheodoulou
Illustrated by: Petros Bouloubasis

Billy is quite a remarkable octopus, whose eight
legs all have diﬀerent jobs. Everything goes
smoothly until a tired Billy gets his legs mixed up!
A funny story with a talented
and lovable hero.
Hardback 290x210 mm | 32pp
ISBN: 978-1-9164091-4-9
Ages: 4+
£12,99
Rights sold: Japan, Korea

Level up
Author: Antonis Papatheodoulou
Illustrated by: Iris Samartzi

Α picture book inspired by the world of gaming.
It tells a diﬀerent story of two game characters –
A story about what power really is and how you
should use it. A story about friendship.
Hardback 240x240 mm | 48pp
ISBN: 978-1-913060-08-4
Ages: 4+
£12,99
Rights sold: Korea

Originating from a family-owned publishing house established
in Athens, Greece over 70 years ago, FarosBooks is a London
based independent publisher with a vision to inspire
and entertain children, initially by publishing
quality books for the very young.

Editor: Kelly Dimopoulou, kelly@farosbooks.co.uk
General Information: Eirini Dermitzaki, bookclubs@farosbooks.co.uk
Foreign Rights: Sophia Palaki, sophia@farosbooks.co.uk

www.farosbooks.co.uk

